The aim of the present paper is to introduce and investigate some new separation axioms soft T i -space (i=0,1,2) by using only pair of distinct soft points and we study some of their properties. Mathematics Subject Classification: 54A05, 54B05, 54D10.
Introduction
C. Boonpok [1] introduced the concept of biminimal structure space and studied m 1 X m 2 X -open sets and m 1 X m 2 X -closed sets in biminimal structure spaces. M. Tunapan [16] introduced some separation axiom in biminimal structure spaces such as CT 0 -space, CT 1 -space, C-Hausdorff space, C-regular space and C-normal space in a biminimal structure space. Russian researcher Molodtsov [9] , initiated the concept of soft sets as a new mathematical tool to deal with problems in engineering physics, computer science, economics, social sciences and medical sciences. Later, he applied this theory to several directions [10] [11] . In this paper, we introduce and study some separation axioms in soft biminimal spaces.
to the parameter x ∈ E. Therefore we do not display such elements in the soft set as it is meaningless to consider such parameters Definition 2.3 [2] Let F A ∈ S(U ). If f A (x) = U for all x ∈ E,then F A is called A-universal soft set,denoted by FÃ. If A = E, then the A-universal soft set is called an universal soft set, denoted by FẼ.
Definition 2.4 [2]
Let F A , F B ∈ S(U ). Then F B is a soft subset of F A (or F A is a soft superset of F B ), denoted by F A⊆ F B , if f A (x) ⊆ f B (x) for all x ∈ E. Definition 2.5 [2] Let F A , F B ∈ S(U ). Then F B and F A are soft equal, denoted by F B = F A , f A (x) ⊆ f B (x) for all x ∈ E.
[2] Definition 2.6 [2] Let F A ,F B ∈ S(U). Then the soft union of F A and F B , denoted by F A∪ F B , is defined by the approximate functions
Then the soft intersection of F A and F B , denoted by F A∩ F B , is defined by the approximate functions f A∩B (x) = f A (x) ∩ f B (x).F A and F B are soft disjoint is said to be if
i ∈ I and its cardinality is defined by
Definition 2.11 [17] Let (F, E) be a soft set over X and Y be a non-empty subset of X. Then the soft set
Definition 2.12 [13] The soft set F A ∈ S(U ) is called a soft point in U A , denoted by e F , if for the element e ∈ A, F (e) = ∅ and F (e ) = ∅ for all e ∈ A − {e} Definition 2.13 [6] Let X be an initial universe set and E be the set of parameters. Let (X,m 1 , E) and (X,m 2 , E) be the two different soft minimals over X. Then (X,m 1 ,m 2 , E) or (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) is called a soft biminimal spaces.
is called a soft minimal subspace of (F A ,m). 
Separation Axioms in Soft Biminimal Spaces
Example 3.4 Let us consider the soft subsets of F A that are given in Example 2.15.
is a pairwise soft T 0 -space, pairwise soft T 1 -space and pairwise soft T 2 -space.
is also a pairwise soft T 1 -space.
Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.5.
is also a pairwise soft T 2 -space.
Theorem 3.8 Let (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) be a soft biminimal space over X and (x, u), 
Proof: Let (F
Theorem 3.10 Let (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) be a soft biminimal space over X and (x, u), (y, u) ∈ F A be such that (x, u) = (y, u). If there exist softm 1 -open set U B such that (x, u) ∈ U B and (y, u) ∈ (U B ) c and a softm 2 -open set V B such that (y, u) ∈ V B and (x, u) ∈ (V B ) c , then (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) is pairwise soft T 1 -space.
Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.8.
Theorem 3.11
Let (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) be a soft biminimal space over X. If {x, u} is a soft closed set inm 2 for each (x, u) ∈ F A and {y, u} is a soft closed set inm 1 for each (y, u) ∈ F A , then (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) is a pairwise soft T 1 -space.
Proof: Suppose that for each (x, u) ∈ F A , {x, u} is a soft closed set inm 2 
is a pairwise soft T 0 -space but not pairwise soft T 1 -space.
Proposition 3.15 Every pairwise soft T 2 -space is pairwise soft T 1 -space.
Remark 3.16
The converse of the above proposition 3.15. is not true in general.
In other words,
Example 3.17 Let us consider the soft subsets of F A that are given in Example 2.15. Let (F A ,m 1 ,m 2 ) be a soft biminimal space where
is a pairwise soft T 1 -space but not pairwise soft T 2 -space. 
